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of goals: short-term,medium-range and long-term goals.Short-range

goals are those that usually deal with current activities,which we can

apply on a daily basis.Such goals can be achieved in a week or less,or

two weeks,or possible months.It should be remembered that just as a

building is no stronger than its foundation ,out long-term goals

cannot amount to very munch without the achievement of solid

short-term goals.Upon completing our short-term goals,we should

date the occasion and then add new short-term goals that will build

on those that have been completed.The intermediate goals bukld on

the foundation of the short-range goals.They might deal with just

one term of school or the entire school year,or they could even

extend for several years.Any time you move a step at a time,you

should never allow yourself to become discouraged or overwhelmed.

As you complete each step,you will enforce the belief in your ability

to grow adn succeed.And as your list of completion dates grow,your

motivation and desire will increase.Long-range goals may be related

to our dreams of the future. They might cover five years or more. Life

is not a static thing.We should never allow a long-term goal to limit

us or our course of action.1.Our long-term goals mean a lot__.a.if we

complete our short-range goalsb.if we cannot reach solid short-term

goalsc.if we write down the datesd.if we put forward some

plans2.New short-term goals are bulid upon__.a.two



yearsb.long-term goalsc.current activitiesd.the goals that have been

completed3.When we complete each step of our goals ,__.a.we will

win final successb.we are overwhelmedc.we should build up

confidence of successd.we should strong desire for setting new

goals4.Once our goals are drawn up,__.a.we should stick to them

until we complete themb.we may change our goals as we have new

ideas and opportunitiesc.we had better wait for the exciting news of

successd.we have made great decision5.It is implied but not stated in

the passage that ___.a.those who habe long-term goals will

succeedb.writing down the dates may discourage youc.the goal is

only a guide for us to reach our desinationd.every should have a goal
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